Success Story
F E AT U R E D C L I E N T

“SpearMC helped pave the way for us to
successfully expand into new markets.
Without their help, we’d still be converting
currency by hand in our notebooks.”

Confronting the
good problem of
successful growth
Alaska Airlines had grown
successfully for over 75 years. When
they started adding routes to Mexico
and Russia, they encountered the
need to perform transactions in
foreign currencies. Unfortunately,
they had no processes in place to
handle transactions that weren’t in
US dollars. Eventually, they knew
they needed to find an alternative
to their cumbersome and time
consuming method of manually
converting foreign currencies to US
dollars before entering transaction
information.

Adding new
capabilities after
successful growth
The first step toward removing the barriers of using multiple
currencies was to create a project roadmap that would allow data
from accounts payable to flow into the general ledger without needing
to do any conversions by hand. Our plan for accounts payable included
implementing new functionality that allowed users to enter data in
different currencies, and then validating and testing the functionality
during vendor conversion. We took a similar approach to solving issues in
the general ledger by configuring it to support multiple-currency entries, and
providing guidance related to exchange rate usage.
Our multi-level plan worked, and Alaska Airlines finally gained the ability enter
data into their PeopleSoft financial system without performing any manual
conversions beforehand. However, we didn’t stop at just adding the functionality.
We provided extensive training for their US team as well as their teams abroad
on PeopleSoft usage and other subjects related to foreign currency usage faced by
multinational companies. Alaska Airlines ended up with a fully transformed business
process that sets them up to continue successful expansions into new countries.

We helped Alaskan Airlines prepare their PeopleSoft Financial System for
multi-currency use by implementing the following tactics:
• Training end users on key issues related to
foreign currency processing
• Developing custom training materials for
end users
• Deployment of system functionality that
allowed transactions to be entered in any
currency.
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• Configuration of accounting templates to
enable automated flow of accounts payable
data into the general ledger
• Providing suggested business processes and
preparations for the usage of multi-books
• Identifying and documenting configuration
steps required to implement multi-books
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